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Kommunist Under Bes Telsen
The experience of loneliness is as universal as hunger or thirst. Because it
affects us more intimately, we are less inclined to speak of it. But who has not
known its gnawing ache? The fear of loneliness causes anguish. It prompts
reckless deeds. To this, every age has borne witness. No voice is more insidious
than the one that whispers in our ear: 'You are irredeemably alone, no light will
pierce your darkness.' The fundamental statement of Christianity is to convict that
voice of lying. The Christian condition unfolds within the certainty that ultimate
reality, the source of all that is, is a personal reality of communion, no
metaphysical abstraction. Men and women, made 'in the image and likeness' of
God, bear the mark of that original communion stamped on their being. When our
souls and bodies cry out for Another, it is not a sign of sickness, but of health. A
labour of potential joy is announced. We are reminded of what we have it in us to
become. That our labour may be fruitful, Scripture repeatedly exhorts us to
'remember'. The remembrance enjoined is partly introspective and existential,
partly historical, for the God who took flesh to redeem our loneliness leaves
traces in history. This book examines six facets of Christian remembrance,
complementing biblical exegesis with readings from literature, ancient and
modern. It aims to be an essay in theology. At the same time, it proposes a
grounded reflection on what it means to be a human being.
Translated by Peter Reddaway.
Two of the most pressing questions facing international historians today are how
and why the Cold War ended. Human Rights Activism and the End of the Cold
War explores how, in the aftermath of the signing of the Helsinki Final Act in
1975, a transnational network of activists committed to human rights in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe made the topic a central element in East-West
diplomacy. As a result, human rights eventually became an important element of
Cold War diplomacy and a central component of détente. Sarah B. Snyder
demonstrates how this network influenced both Western and Eastern
governments to pursue policies that fostered the rise of organized dissent in
Eastern Europe, freedom of movement for East Germans and improved human
rights practices in the Soviet Union - all factors in the end of the Cold War.
The Nobel laureate evaluates Russian history as the century ends, encouraging
Russians to overcome their exhaustion and rebuild spiritual and political
development by taking their future into their own hands and developing a moral
and independent culture and society.
Human rights norms do matter. Those established by the Helsinki Final Act
contributed directly to the demise of communism in the former East bloc,
contends Daniel Thomas. This book counters those skeptics who doubt that such
international norms substantially affect domestic political change, while
explaining why, when, and how they matter most. Thomas argues that the Final
Act, signed in 1975, transformed the agenda of East-West relations and provided
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a common platform around which opposition forces could mobilize. Without
downplaying other factors, Thomas shows that the norms established at Helsinki
undermined the viability of one-party Communist rule and thereby contributed
significantly to the largely peaceful and democratic changes of 1989, as well as
the end of the Cold War. Drawing on both governmental and nongovernmental
sources, he offers a powerful Constructivist alternative to Realist theory's failure
to anticipate or explain these crucial events. This study will fundamentally
influence ongoing debates about the politics of international institutions, the
socialization of states, the spread of democracy, and, not least, about the
balance of factors that felled the Iron Curtain. It casts new light on Solidarity,
Charter 77, and other democratic movements in Eastern Europe, the sources of
Gorbachev's reforms, the evolution of the European Union, U.S. foreign policy,
and East-West relations in the final decades of the Cold War. The Helsinki Effect
will be essential reading for scholars and students of international relations,
international law, European politics, human rights, and social movements.
The Werewolf is a boldly drawn novel of the tyranny of love over men and women
and the unending trials of strength between good and evil in human nature. Its
main characters are of heroic stature yet deeply flawed, moving against the
backdrop of Norwegian society from World War I to the 1960s. Over the novel
broods the symbol of the Werewolf, which for Sandemose represents all the
forces hostile to a full, free life--the thirst for power over others' lives, the lust to
destroy what cannot be possessed or controlled. In their private encounters with
the Werewolf, few can claim total victory. Sandemose's characters all bear the
scars of lost battles.
On normative international relations
C. S. Lewis, the great British novelist and Christian apologist, has been credited
by many-including the author-for aiding their journey to the Catholic Church. For
this reason, it is often perplexing that Lewis himself never became Catholic. In C.
S. Lewis and the Catholic Church, Joseph Pearce delves into Lewis's life,
writings, and spiritual influences to shed light on the matter. Although C. S.
Lewis's conversion to Christianity was greatly influenced by J. R. R. Tolkien, a
Catholic, and although Lewis embraced many distinctively Catholic teachings,
such as purgatory and the sacrament of Confession, he never formally entered
the Church. Meticulously researched and beautifully written, this book digs deep
to present the facts of Lewis's life, to illuminate key points in his writings, and to
ask the question: Was C. S. Lewis on the path to Rome? This revised and
updated edition-with a new introduction by Father Dwight Longenecker-is a
fascinating historical, biographical, theological, and literary account of a man
whose writings have led scores to the Catholic Church, despite never having
become a Catholic himself.
In this book Oran Young extends and generalizes his earlier work on international
environmental regimes to present a comprehensive account of the current status and
future prospects of regime theory as a way of thinking about governance in world
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affairs. Young organizes his assessment around two overarching issues. The first
emphasizes the idea that regimes are dynamic systems. An understanding of regime
formation is thus a springboard for inquiries into the effectiveness of these
arrangements once they become operational and into the processes through which
regimes change over time. The second stresses the importance of fostering a dialogue
between scholars who espouse distinct ways of thinking about international institutions:
the collective-action perspective arising from the fields of economics and public choice
and the social-practice perspective associated with the fields of sociology and
anthropology. Within this framework, the book offers cutting-edge contributions
regarding the tasks institutions perform, the effectiveness of regimes, institutional
change, and linkages among distinct regimes.
Capitalizes on the ripeness of the German case for interdisciplinary investigation
'What this study achieves, above all else, is to underscore the constant yearning of the
German psyche for a potent and cohesive identity, compelling us to ponder not only the
cultural accomplishments this has inspired, but also the afflictions it has, in no small
part, brought upon the nation' -Forum for Modern Language StudiesGerman identity
has been a controversial theme throughout the modern age, especially in the wake of
unification. This study explores the theme of identity between locality and nation in
literature and film from the late nineteenth-century through to the present, locating key
novels and films in a wider cultural context of great significance for an understanding of
German history.
Written Here, Published There offers a new perspective on the role of underground
literature in the Cold War and challenges us to recognize gaps in the Iron Curtain. The
book identifies a transnational undertaking that reinforced détente, dialogue, and
cultural transfer, and thus counterbalanced the persistent belief in Europe's irreversible
division. It analyzes a cultural practice that attracted extensive attention during the Cold
War but has largely been ignored in recent scholarship: tamizdat, or the unauthorized
migration of underground literature across the Iron Curtain. Through this cultural
practice, I offer a new reading of Cold War Europe's history . Investigating the transfer
of underground literature from the 'Other Europe' to Western Europe, the United States,
and back illuminates the intertwined fabrics of Cold War literary cultures. Perceiving
tamizdat as both a literary and a social phenomenon, the book focuses on how
individuals participated in this border-crossing activity and used secretive channels to
guarantee the free flow of literature.
An autobiographical account of Yeltsin's second term as president of Russia, including
his personal opinions on such world leaders as Bill Clinton, Helmut Kohl, and Jacques
Chirac.
This brilliantly conceived recreation of adolescence is as riveting as it is authentic. The
tale of a young boy discovering primal urges amidst a heatwave was a best-seller in
Scandinavia, and has been made into a film and serialized for radio.
"This symposium revives the debate on Andrew Sharp's controversial theory of
accidental, one-way voyages, set out in his 'Ancient voyagers in the Pacific', and
supplemnts the new research by Dr. David Lewis of the Australian National
University."--Book jacket.
The West has woken up to the uncomfortable fact that Russia has long believed it is at
war with them, the most egregious example of which is Vladimir Putin's hacking of the
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US elections. For Western governments, used to believing in the post-Cold War peace
dividend, it came as a shock to find the liberal international order is under threat from
an aggressive Russia. The 'End of History - loudly proclaimed in 1991 - has been
replaced by the 'Return of History.' Putin's War Against Ukraine came three years
earlier when he launched an unprovoked war in the Donbas and annexed the Crimea.
Putin's war against Ukraine has killed over 30, 000 civilians, Ukrainian and Russian
soldiers and Russian proxies, forced a third of the population of the Donbas to flee,
illegally nationalised Ukrainian state and private entities in the Crimea and the Donbas,
destroyed huge areas of the infrastructure and economy of the Donbas, and created a
black hole of crime and soft security threats to Europe. Putin's War Against Ukraine is
the first book to focus on national identity as the root of the crisis through Russia's longterm refusal to view Ukrainians as a separate people and an unwillingness to recognise
the sovereignty and borders of independent Ukraine. Written by Taras Kuzio, a leading
authority on contemporary Ukraine, the book is a product of extensive fieldwork in
Russian speaking eastern and southern Ukraine and the front lines of the Donbas
combat zone. Putin's War Against Ukraine debunks myths surrounding the conflict and
provides an incisive analysis for scholars, policy makers, and journalists as to why
Vladimir Putin is at war with the West and Ukraine.
"Walter Abish has dovetailed his novel within a Procrustean scheme that has the terrifying and
irrefutable logic of the alphabet. Alphabetical Africa is in the line of writers such as Raymond
Roussel, Raymond Queneau, Georges Perec and Harry Mathews, who have used constrictive
forms to penetrate the space on the other side of poetry." -- John Ashbery
Open wide! Dentists care for people's teeth. Give readers the inside scoop on what it's like to
be a dentist. Readers will learn what dentists do, the tools they use, and how people get this
exciting job.
Polynesian NavigationA Symposium on Andrew Sharp's Theory of Accidental Voyages
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The building of the Berlin Wall in 1961 shocked the world. Ever since, the image of this
impenetrable barrier between East and West, imposed by communism, has been a central
symbol of the Cold War. Based on vast research in untapped archival, oral, and private
sources, Burned Bridge reveals the hidden origins of the Iron Curtain, presenting it in a
startling new light. Historian Edith Sheffer's unprecedented, in-depth account focuses on
Burned Bridge-the intersection between two sister cities, Sonneberg and Neustadt bei Coburg,
Germany's largest divided population outside Berlin. Sheffer demonstrates that as Soviet and
American forces occupied each city after the Second World War, townspeople who historically
had much in common quickly formed opposing interests and identities. The border walled off
irreconcilable realities: the differences of freedom and captivity, rich and poor, peace and
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bloodshed, and past and present. Sheffer describes how smuggling, kidnapping, rape, and
killing in the early postwar years led citizens to demand greater border control on both
sides--long before East Germany fortified its 1,393 kilometer border with West Germany. It was
in fact the American military that built the first barriers at Burned Bridge, which preceded East
Germany's borderland crackdown by many years. Indeed, Sheffer shows that the physical
border between East and West was not simply imposed by Cold War superpowers, but was in
some part an improvised outgrowth of an anxious postwar society. Ultimately, a wall of the
mind shaped the wall on the ground. East and West Germans became part of, and helped
perpetuate, the barriers that divided them. From the end of World War II through two decades
of reunification, Sheffer traces divisions at Burned Bridge with sharp insight and compassion,
presenting a stunning portrait of the Cold War on a human scale.
This new updated edition of How the Swans Came to the Lake includes much new information
about recent events in Buddhist groups in America and discusses such issues as spiritual
authority, the role of women, and social action.
Turmoil and violence have defined the lives of Palestinian people over the last few decades,
yet in the midst of the chaos artists live and thrive, creating little-seen work that is a powerful
response to their situation. Gannit Ankori's Palestinian Art is the first in-depth English-language
assessment of contemporary Palestinian art, and it offers an unprecedented and wholly
original overview of this art in all its complexity. Ankori comprehensively traces the full history
and development of Palestinian art, from its roots in folk art and traditional Christian and
Islamic painting to the predominance of nationalistic themes and diverse media used today.
Drawing on over a decade of extensive research, studio visits, and interviews, Ankori explores
the vast oeuvre of prominent contemporary Palestinian artists, navigating between the
personal and biographical dimensions of specific artworks and the symbolic meanings
embedded within them. She provides detailed interpretations of many works and considers the
complex historical, geographical, political, and cultural contexts in which the art was created.
Questions of gender, exile, colonialism, postcolonialism, and hybridity are integral to Ankori's
investigation as she probes the influence and thematic dominance of issues such as
rootedness and displacement in Palestinian art. Palestinian Art is a fascinating introduction to a
virtually unknown visual culture that has been subsumed under the torrent of current political
turmoil. A groundbreaking and essential work of art scholarship, Palestinian Art illuminates new
and unique facets of the Palestinian cultural identity.
During the past ten years, few issues have mattered more to America’s vital interests or to the
shape of the twenty-first century than Russia’s fate. To cheer the fall of a bankrupt totalitarian
regime is one thing; to build on its ruins a stable democratic state is quite another. The
challenge of helping to steer post-Soviet Russia-with its thousands of nuclear weapons and
seething ethnic tensions-between the Scylla of a communist restoration and the Charybdis of
anarchy fell to the former governor of a poor, landlocked Southern state who had won national
election by focusing on domestic issues. No one could have predicted that by the end of Bill
Clinton’s second term he would meet with his Kremlin counterparts more often than had all of
his predecessors from Harry Truman to George Bush combined, or that his presidency and his
legacy would be so determined by his need to be his own Russia hand. With Bill Clinton at
every step was Strobe Talbott, the deputy secretary of state whose expertise was the former
Soviet Union. Talbott was Clinton’s old friend, one of his most trusted advisers, a frequent
envoy on the most sensitive of diplomatic missions and, as this book shows, a sharp-eyed
observer. The Russia Hand is without question among the most candid, intimate and
illuminating foreign-policy memoirs ever written in the long history of such books. It offers
unparalleled insight into the inner workings of policymaking and diplomacy alike. With the
scope of nearly a decade, it reveals the hidden play of personalities and the closed-door
meetings that shaped the most crucial events of our time, from NATO expansion, missile
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defense and the Balkan wars to coping with Russia’s near-meltdown in the wake of the Asian
financial crisis. The book is dominated by two gifted, charismatic and flawed men, Bill Clinton
and Boris Yeltsin, who quickly formed one of the most intense and consequential bonds in the
annals of statecraft. It also sheds new light on Vladimir Putin, as well as the altered landscape
after September 11, 2001. The Russia Hand is the first great memoir about war and peace in
the post-cold war world.

This book brings together two bodies of research on urban Africa that have
tended to be separate, studies of urban land use and housing and studies of
work and livelihoods. Africa's future will be increasingly urban, and the inherited
legal, institutional and financial arrangements for managing urban development
are inadequate. Access to employment, shelter and services is precarious for
most urban residents. The result is the phenomenal growth of the informal city.
Extra-legal housing and unregistered economic activities proliferate and basic
urban services are increasingly provided informally. Recent decades of neoliberal political and economic reforms have increased social inequality across
urban space. After an introductory chapter by the editors, the contributions are
grouped into the following sections: - LOCALITY, PLACE, AND SPACE ECONOMY, WORK, AND LIVELIHOODS - LAND, HOUSING, AND PLANNING
The case studies are drawn from a diverse set of cities on the African continent.
A central theme is how practices that from an official standpoint are illegal or
extra-legal do not only work but are considered legitimate by the actors
concerned. Another is how the informal city is not exclusively the domain of the
poor, but also provides shelter and livelihoods for better-off segments of the
urban population.
The history of U.S. diplomacy in the Middle East is marked by numerous stark
failures and a few ephemeral successes. Jimmy Carter's short-lived Middle East
diplomatic strategy constitutes an exception in vision and approach. In this
extensive and long-overdue analysis of Carter's Middle East policy, Jorgen
Jensehaugen sheds light on this important and unprecedented chapter in U.S.
regional diplomacy. Against all odds, including the rise of Menachem Begin's
right-wing government in Israel, Carter broke new ground by demanding the
involvement of the Palestinians in Arab-Israeli diplomatic negotiations. This book
assesses the president's `comprehensive peace' doctrine, which aimed to
encompass all parties of the conflict, and reveals the reasons why his vision
ultimately failed. Largely based on analysis of newly-declassified diplomatic files
and American, British, Palestinian and Israeli archival sources, this book is the
first comprehensive examination of Jimmy Carter's engagement with the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict. At a time when U.S. involvement in the region
threatens to exacerbate tensions further, Arab-Israeli Diplomacy under Carter
provides important new insights into the historical roots of the ongoing unrest.
The book will be of value to Middle East and International Relations scholars, and
those researching U.S diplomacy and the Carter Administration.
In this study a social and cultural anthropologist and a specialist in the study of
religion pool their talents to examine recent changes in popular religion in Sri
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Lanka. As the Sinhalas themselves perceive it, Buddhism proper has always
shared the religious arena with a spirit religion. While Buddhism concerns
salvation, the spirit religion focuses on worldly welfare. Buddhism Transformed
describes and analyzes the changes that have profoundly altered the character
of Sinhala religion in both areas.
Classical and Modern Social Theory is comprehensive introduction to the field,
covering a wide historical range of thinkers, from the classical to the
postmodernist, as well as key themes in social theory and a guide to the major
debates. Designed for students with little or no background in social theory, this
single volume covering both classic and contemporary theory introduces the
basic concepts at the center of social theory in accessible language and provides
readers with a useful reference source to the field.
This is the extended and annotated edition including * an extensive annotation of
more than 10.000 words about the history and basics of Buddhism * many
illustrations * an interactive table-of-contents * perfect formatting for electronic
reading devices The best evidence that this book characterizes the spirit of
Buddhism correctly can be found in the welcome it has received throughout the
entire Buddhist world. It has even been officially introduced in Buddhist schools
and temples of Japan and Ceylon. The eminent feature of the work is its grasp of
the difficult subject and the clear enunciation of the doctrine of the most puzzling
problem of ?tman, as taught in Buddhism. So far as we have examined the
question of ?tman ourselves from the works of the Southern canon, the view
taken by Dr. Paul Cams is accurate, and we venture to think that it is not
opposed to the doctrine of Northern Buddhism. Contents: Buddhism Rejoice!
Sams?ra And Nirv?na. Truth The Saviour. Prince Siddhattha Becomes Buddha
The Bodhisatta's Birth The Ties Of Life. The Three Woes. The Bodhisatta's
Renunciation. King Bimbis?ra. The Bodhisatta's Search. Uruvel?, The Place Of
Mortification. M?ra The Evil One. Enlightenment. The First Converts. Brahm?s
Request. The Foundation Of The Kingdom Of Righteousness. Upaka. The
Sermon At Benares. The Sangha. Yasa, The Youth Of Benares. Kassapa. The
Sermon At R?jagaha. The King's Gift. S?riputta And Moggall?na. An?thapindika.
The Sermon On Charity. Jetavana. The Three Characteristics And The Uncreate.
The Buddha's Father. Yasodhar?. R?hula. Consolidation Of The Buddha's
Religion. J?vaka, The Physician. The Buddha's Parents Attain Nirv?na. Women
Admitted To The Sangha. The Bhikkhus' Conduct Toward Women. Vis?kh?. The
Uposatha And P?timokkha. The Schism. The Re-Establishment Of Concord. The
Bhikkhus Rebuked. Devadatta. Name And Form. The Goal. Miracles Forbidden.
The Vanity Of Worldliness. Secrecy And Publicity. The Annihilation Of Suffering.
Avoiding The Ten Evils. The Preacher's Mission. The Teacher. The
Dhammapada. The Two Brahmans. Guard The Six Quarters. Simha's Question
Concerning Annihilation. All Existence Is Spiritual. Identity And Non-Identity. The
Buddha Omnipresent. One Essence, One Law, One Aim. The Lesson Given To
R?hula. The Sermon On Abuse. The Buddha Replies To The Deva. Words Of
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Instruction. Amit?bha. The Teacher Unknown. Parables And Stories. Parables.
The Widow's Two Mites And The Parable Of The Three Merchants. The Man
Born Blind. The Lost Son. The Giddy Fish. The Cruel Crane Outwitted. Four
Kinds Of Merit. The Light Of The World. Luxurious Living. The Communication Of
Bliss. The Listless Fool. Rescue In The Desert. The Sower. The Outcast. The
Woman At The Well. The Peacemaker. The Hungry Dog. The Despot.
V?savadatt?. The Marriage-Feast In Jamb?nada. A Party In Search Of A Thief. In
The Realm Of Yamar?ja. The Mustard Seed. Following The Master Over The
Stream. The Sick Bhikkhu. The Patient Elephant. The Last Days. The Conditions
Of Welfare. S?riputta's Faith. P?taliputta. The Mirror Of Truth. Ambap?l?. The
Buddha's Farewell Address. The Buddha Announces His Death. Chunda, The
Smith. Metteyya. The Buddha's Final Entering Into Nirv?na. Conclusion. The
Three Personalities Of The Buddha. The Purpose Of Being. The Praise Of All
The Buddhas.
In this collection, some of South Africa's most distinguished historians and social
scientists present their views on the importance of history and heritage for the
transformation of the South African society. Although popular use of history
helped remove apartheid, the study of history lost status during the transition
process. Some of the reasons for this, like the nature of the negotiated revolution,
social demobilization, and individualization, are analyzed in this book. The
combination of scholarly work with an active role in changing society has been a
central concern in South African history writing. This book warns against the
danger of history being caught between reconciliation, commercialization, and
political correctness. Some of the articles critically examine the role of historians
in ideological debates on gender, African agency, Afrikaner anti-communism,
early South African socialism, and the role of the business world during late
apartheid. Other contributions explore continuing controversies on the politics of
public history in post-apartheid South Africa, describe the implementation of new
policies for history education, or investigate the use of applied history in the land
restitution process and in the TRC. The authors also examine a range of new
government and private initiatives in the practical use of history, including the
establishment of new historical entertainment parks and the conversion of
museums and heritage sites. For readers interested in nation building processes
and identity politics, this book provides valuable insight.
In this book, Faten Nastas Mitwasi views Palestinian history through art. She
presents an excellent overview of Palestinian art and, more importantly, she
analyzes it in the context of the different historical phases in which it was
produced. Nastas presents a brief account of the development of Palestinian art
throughout history, but her primary focus is on Palestinian art produced during
the 20th century and beginning of 21st century. The book offers in-depth
reflections and examines the works of contemporary Palestinian artists in relation
to the poetry of Mahmoud Darwish, the art theory of Jacques Ranciere and other
theories that raise questions about aesthetics, resistance, history, nationality,
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identity, belonging and hybridity.
In many ways what is identified today as "cultural globalization" in Eastern
Europe has its roots in the Cold War phenomena of samizdat ("do-it-yourself"
underground publishing) and tamizdat (publishing abroad). This volume offers a
new understanding of how information flowed between East and West during the
Cold War, as well as the much broader circulation of cultural products instigated
and sustained by these practices. By expanding the definitions of samizdat and
tamizdat from explicitly political print publications to include other forms and
genres, this volume investigates the wider cultural sphere of alternative and semiofficial texts, broadcast media, reproductions of visual art and music, and, in the
post-1989 period, new media. The underground circulation of uncensored texts in
the Cold War era serves as a useful foundation for comparison when looking at
current examples of censorship, independent media, and the use of new media in
countries like China, Iran, and the former Yugoslavia.
When the Helsinki Final Act was signed in 1975, no one anticipated the extraordinary
impact it would have in undermining Communist rule in Eastern Europe and bringing
down the Berlin Wall. Dr. Korey's pioneering study explores both the developments in
the Helsinki Process that led to this historic transformation and the United States's
leadership role, which proved central to its success. The Promises We Keep delves into
the fascinating subject of the United States' initial lack of leadership and the way in
which its remarkable policy turnaround was quickly effected and consistently followed.
The Helsinki Process is by no means at an end. Dr. Korey also examines the
xenophobic nationalisms tearing at the fabric of European society, and which pose new
and frightening human rights challenges.
An absolute classic of autobiography and history - one of the few books to explore how
and why the Germans were seduced by Hitler and Nazism. 'If you have never read a
book about Nazi Germany before, or if you have already read a thousand, I would urge
you to read DEFYING HITLER. It sings with wisdom and understanding' DAILY MAIL
Sebastian Haffner was a non-Jewish German who emigrated to England in 1938. This
memoir (written in 1939 but only published now for the first time) begins in 1914 when
the family summer holiday is cut short by the outbreak of war, and ends with Hitler's
assumption of power in 1933. It is a portrait of himself and his own generation in
Germany, those born between 1900 and 1910, and brilliantly explains through his own
experiences and those of his friends how that generation came to be seduced by Hitler
and Nazism. The Germans lacked an outlet for self-expression: where the French had
amour, food and wine, and the British their gardens and their pets, the Germans had
nothing, leading to a tendency towards mass psychosis. The upheaval of post-WWI
revolution, factionalism and inflation left the Germans addicted to excitement and
action: Hitler provided this, and more.
"The embroideries illustrated in this book are the work of the 'fellahin' women of
Palestine. The fellahin are the settled Arab farmers whose traditional homes are the
small villages scattered over the hills of Galilee, Samaria and Judea, and the narrow
plain of the Mediterranean coast. Most of the fellahin are Sunni Moslems, but a large
minority are Christians and Druse (a heretical sect of Islam which originated in Egypt
about a thousand years ago)." -- page 9.
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The personality of Hitler himself can hardly explain his immense hold over the German
people. This study, a revised version of a book previously published in Germany under
the title Der Hitler-Mythos: Volksmeinung und Propaganda im Dritten Reich, examines
how the Nazis, experts in propaganda, accomplished the virtual deification of the
Führer. Based largely on the reports of government officials, party agencies, and
political opponents, Dr Kershaw charts the creation,growth, and decline of the 'Hitler
Myth'.
A volume of key writings on the Buddha, collected from a variety of languages and
traditions While Buddhism has no central text comparable to the Bible or Koran, there is
a powerful body of scripture from across Asia that encompasses the dharma, or the
teachings of the Buddha. In this rich anthology, eminent scholar Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
brings together works from a broad historical and geographical range, and from such
languages as Pali, Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese. There are tales of the
Buddha's past lives, a discussion of qualities and qualifications for a monk, and an
exploration of the many meanings of enlightenment. Together they provide a vivid
picture of the Buddha and of the vast and profound nature of the Buddhist tradition. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as
up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
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